December 2016
Welcome
Mirid pressure has been high across the
region with a few Mites also needing to be
controlled. Apple Dimpling Bugs and
Rutherglen Bugs are present along with Mirids
on the Liverpool plains and early squares are
being lost. Pressure does seem to be easing
off at Walgett and also at Harparary but still
some high numbers around Wee Waa. While
at Harparary I took this picture as I am seeing
more and more around my travels as growers
look to increase ground cover and improve soil
health.

Day Degrees Update
Upon request, I have included the Average
Accumulated Day Degrees over the last 50
years for all 3 regions in the Namoi. The
planting date is a hypothetical 10th October for
each site.
Wee Waa Research Station
Date
Hot Days
Cold Shock

2016

2015
12
25

2014
14
0

Average
26
8.5
9
13.4

Quirindi Post Office
Date
Hot Days
Cold Shock

2016

2015
6
36

9
11

2014 Average
17
3.4
17
27.8

A small trial at “Bellevue” looking at planting into stubble to
slow the water down and improve infiltration.

Cotton is starting to grow strongly with 2nd
and 3rd irrigations completed or in progress.
CQ is also having a heavy insect season with
Mirids and Heliothis causing the majority of the
damage. Cotton is approaching cutout for the
early plant and there is also late planted cotton
at 10 Nodes so a long window in CQ. Yield
expectations are still optimistic as the plant
has compensated well after early fruit loss.

Walgett Airport
Date
Hot Days
Cold Shock

2016

2015
18
25

19
2

2014 Average
31
13.9
12
11.8

Researchers Tour
Thanks to the team at “Windy Station” and
“Merrilong” for welcoming another group of 15
researchers from ACRI last week where we
learnt about projects on plant resistance to
Silver Leaf Whitefly, hormones sprays to
moderate plant growth, cotton growth in a
higher temperature and CO2 climate plus
many more. A summary of projects is being
put together which I will pass on.

Looking at cotton at “Windy Stn” with Peter Winton and Pete
McKensie.

Nutrition Advice
Chris Dowling is coming to Narrabri on the 11th
and 12th January where we will hold a couple
of informal meetings to talk about fertiliser and
cotton nutrition. At this stage I was planning to
meet at Burren Junction and Boggabri so if
there are some suggestions pass them on.
Everyone is welcome and the cost is free but
you will need to let me know if you are
interested.
Further to this style of informal and casual
group meetings I am coordinating with Mike
Bange to travel through the Liverpool Plains on
the week of the 16th Jan to talk crop physiology
and thinking of one trip from “Rossmar Park”
west across the lake then a separate trip
starting at “Conemarra” west towards
Blackville.

Weeds
The team from ACRI in the “Windy Stn” woolshed.

Eric Koetz has been employed through NSW
DPI to assist with resistance testing and will be
in the Namoi late January to talk to growers
and Consultants. If you suspect resistant
weeds and want to test we have some
resources available.

What’s on.
25th

Dec- Christmas Day
11th 12th Jan- Chris Dowling talking
Nutrition
16th Mar- Grower of the Year Field Day,
“Connamara” Quirindi.

Sayings of the Month

Welshy’s Weather
Only a quick note from Johnny to say that
there is plenty of activity in the tropics at the
moment and some of the overseas models
have suggested this moisture coming into
Eastern parts so we will wait and see.

Where is That?
Ian Carter gets the beer this time, closely
followed by Ross Brown and it was a picture of
the Windy Station Woolshed.

Until next time
Cheers
Geoff
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